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Chinese face reading places a great deal of emphasis on a person’s eyes. The period that the eye
governs a person’s life journey is from age 35 to age 40. According to the western scientific approach
known as Neuro-Linguistic Programming, or NLP, a person’s eye movements can reflect his or her
thoughts and confidence. Certain eye movements can access information or repressed emotion or
even provide clues as to whether a person is telling the truth or not. While NLP is recently quite well
known in the West, this method was actually created by the Chinese some 3,000 years ago!
Tip of the month: A person with big eyes, also known as ‘child eyes’, is generally a trusting and,
sometimes naïve, person (and, the reverse is often true, too). Please do not take advantage of him or
her!

Did you know that some pen strokes are meant for females and some just for males! Numbered
strokes such as 11, 15, 24, 42 and 35 are less aggressive and have a feminine quality (with the right
combinations). As such, they are preferably for females only. Whereas strokes such as 13, 17, 21, 23,
29 and 33 have an aggressive quality and are suitable for men only. Nevertheless, there are always
exceptions to the rule: the totality of the names, including balancing strokes, is critical.

Are you always quarrelling with your loved ones? Don’t blame your spouse. Blame it on Feng
Shui!
Every year, the number 3 star in the ‘quarrel’ sector instigates agents that cause nice couples and
family get into ‘oral’ fights that strain their relationships. If this number 3 star is found located in your
front door, bedroom or kitchen, you will face constant and unnecessary arguments over tiny little issues.
This star is wood-in-nature according to the Five Elements theory. The good news is that solving such a
problem is easy. Place any one (but not all) of the following items to drain the wood energy in such
location.

1. Red or pink carpet/curtains/cloths
2. Red labels with auspicious words (i.e.,Merry X’mas, Happy Chinese New Year - Gong Xi Fa
Chai, etc.)

3. Music box - play it constantly
TIP: 2006 number three star is located in the central sector.
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